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R1: today’s systems 
R2: high-speed versions of 

today’s systems 
R3: massive access for 
sensors and machines 

R4: ultra-reliable 
connectivity at minimal rate 

R5: physically impossible 

the shape of wireless to come 

5G=R1+R2+R3+R4 
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enormous  M2M growth expected 

§  24-fold traffic growth  
from 2012 to 2017  

§  4.6-fold  
growth of M2M 
#subscriptions  
from 369 million in 2012  
to 1,7 billion in 2017 

§  M2M traffic will account for 
approximately 5 % of  
overall mobile traffic in 2017  
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high-speed wireless vs. M2M wireless 

§  high-speed systems built from information-theoretic 
principles with small control info and large data 

§  M2M require short data packets  
from massive number of devices  
each transmitting sporadically 
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wireless M2M challenges 

§  small amount of data sporadically 
–  signaling to maintain connection becomes an issue 

§  access from  
massive number of devices 
–  scheduled or random  

or hybrid or… 
–  scaling protocols  

towards  
more devices (lower rates) 
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wireless M2M challenges 

§  correlation of sensor data  
across space and time 
– better scalability if properly used 

§  radically new frame structure 
–  highly reliable connections despite coverage problems 
–  low latency 
–  long battery lifetime 



 
MPR AND SIC FOR  

MASSIVE ASYNCHRONOUS ACCESS 
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massive asynchronous access 

§  approach 
–  put the complexity burden  
on the Base Station  
–  use of  

SIC successive interference  
cancellation 

§  key techniques 
–  multi-packet reception (MPR) 
–  coded random access 
–  coded reservation 
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advanced MPR functionalities 
Uplink in wireless cellular networks 
• Multiple transmitters sharing same wireless 

link 

• Mutual interference can generate packets 
collision 

Decoding model: SINR threshold 
• Use of strong coding to achieve Shannon 

capacity 

• Pj : power of the j-th signal at the receiver 

• N0: noise power (neglected)  

• gj   : SINR of the j-th signal 

• b   : capture threshold 
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Multi Packet Reception 

§  MPR can be enabled by means of 
–  signal spreading (DSSS) 

•  b<1à multiple signals (up to 1/b) can be captured at a time 

–  successive interference cancellation (SIC) 
•  capture signal j with SINR gj>b 

•  reconstruct and cancel signal j from the overall received signal 
–  cancellation leaves a fraction z of residual interference power  

•  repeat iteratively 
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SIC+MPR throughput 
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§  each user sends randomly multiple replicas 

§  each successfully decoded replica  
enables canceling of other replicas 

user 1 

user 2 

user 3 
time slot 1 slot 2 slot 3 slot 4 

beyond ALOHA: coded random access 
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§  single feedback used after M-th slot 
– M not defined in advance 

§  feedback when sufficient slots collected 
– maximize throughput 
– random access operates a rateless code 

frameless ALOHA 

.   .   . .   .   . 

time .   .   . 
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frameless ALOHA  
stopping criterion 

N G∗ M∗/N T̄max

50 2.55 1.32 0.68
100 2.68 1.27 0.73
500 2.85 1.15 0.8

1000 2.9 1.12 0.82
5000 2.98 1.08 0.85
∞

3.12 1.05 0.87
(and-or tree evaluation)

TABLE I
OPTIMAL TARGET DEGREE G∗ , OPTIMAL NORMALIZED NUMBER OF

SLOTS M∗/N IN FRAME, AND MAXIMAL AVERAGE THROUGHPUT T̄max ,
FOR THE GIVEN NUMBER OF USERS N

degree G∗ and normalized number of slots M∗/N of the frame
for which the corresponding maximal average throughput
T̄max is achieved, for the given number of users N 4. These
results can be used as guidelines for the design of framed
ALOHA-based scheme, where the the length of the frame (i.e.,
contention period) is a priori fixed. Depending on the number
of users in the system N , one should select the frame length
equal to M∗ and the target degree equal to G∗; this selection
of parameters results with the expected throughput equal to
T̄max. In [6] it was shown that, for finite N , the achievable
throughputs listed in Table I are higher than in the case of
more involved framed ALOHA-based schemes [5], while in
the same time, the average number of transmissions per user
(8) is lower.

However, our approach is frameless - the length of the
contention period is not a priori fixed and it lasts until
sufficiently high fraction of the users has been resolved. We
elaborate the guiding principles for terminating the contention
period in details in the next section.

B. Terminating the Contention Period

In a rateless coding scenario, the natural criterion for
terminating the transmission of encoded symbols is when the
complete message has been decoded on the receiving end.
However, due to the constraints of the proposed scheme, an
analogous criterion, where the contention period terminates
upon resolving all users, would lead to inefficient use of
system resources (i.e., slots). Particularly, the probability of
a user having degree 0 (i.e., not transmitting at all) is:

P [|u| = 0] = Λ0 = e−(1+ϵ)G = e−
M
N

G (14)

and it exponentially decays with M , with the decay constant
G. As the values of G of interest are rather low, see Table II,
(14) implies that the probability of user not transmitting
and, therefore, not even having a chance to be resolved,
decreases rather slowly with M . Consequentially, waiting for
all users to become resolved would lead to prohibitively long
contention periods. A more suitable approach for terminating
the contention period would be to do it when the fraction
of resolved users FR reaches the predefined threshold; this

4The presented results are rounded to the first two decimals.
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Fig. 2. Typical performance of the proposed scheme, N = 500, G = 2.85.

fraction should be chosen such that the (expected) throughput
is maximized. FR is computed as:

FR =
NR

N
, (15)

where NR is the number of resolved users, which is tracked
by the BS.

Before proceeding with a more detailed analysis, in Fig. 2
we present a typical performance of the proposed scheme,
expressed through the fraction of resolved users FR and
instantaneous throughput TI (i.e., the number of resolved
users divided by the number of elapsed slots), as the number
of slots increases. The sharp increase in the performance
parameters stems from the well-known threshold phenomenon
characteristic for the iterative BP decoding [12], i.e., in our
case SIC. Obviously, due to this sharp increase, the range in
which the threshold on the fraction of resolved users could
be placed is wide. Fig. 2 also illustrates why we chose to
terminate the contention period based on FR, rather than
TI . Specifically, FR is a monotonically increasing function,
implying that FR will eventually reach any threshold V ≤ 1.
One the other hand, TI is not a monotonic function and it may
never reach the chosen threshold value5.

C. Results

We used a simulation based approach to find the optimal
target degrees G∗ and thresholds V ∗ that maximize the ex-
pected throughput. Unless otherwise stated, all the presented
resulted are obtained by running 1000 simulation repeats for
each set of parameters6.

Table II lists G∗, V ∗ and corresponding average fraction
of resolved users F̄R, normalized number of slots in the
contention period M̄/N , and maximal average throughputs
T̄max that can be achieved. Comparing these results with the
ones listed in Table I, it is obvious that, when the number of
users in the range of hundred/thousand, the frameless approach

5E.g., there is a always a that for a particularly “bad” instance of SIC
evolution as the slots of the contention period elapse can happen, resulting
with a maximal instantaneous throughput that is lower than the chosen
threshold.

6Again, the presented results are rounded to the first two decimals.

 
a typical run of frameless 
ALOHA in terms of 
(1) fraction of resolved 
users 
(2) instantaneous 
throughput 
 

heuristic stopping criterion: 
fraction of resolved users 
 

genie-aided stopping criterion: 
stop when T is maximal 
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termination and throughput 

50 100 500 1000 
0.83 0.84 0.88 0.88 
0.82 0.84 0.87 0.88 
0.75 0.76 0.76 0.76 
0.97 0.95 0.9 0.9 
2.68 2.83 2.99 3.03 
0.83 0.87 0.88 0.89 

§  simple termination 

stop the contention  
if either is true 
FR≥V or T=1 
 
 
§  genie-aided (GA) 

termination 
 
 
 
 
 



 
EXPLOITING SIGNAL CORRELATION  
TO SUPPORT MASSIVE M2M ACCESS 
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current cellular communications 
(human based communicaitons) 

M2M perspective 
(measurement applications) 
 

peer to peer communications many nodes to sink  
aim of communication: receive 
information of an individual 

sink has to extract a 
representation out of many 
devices measurements 

signals are unpredictable measurements can be predicted 
signals between smartphones are 
uncorrelated 

node correlation (e.g.) via 
spatial location) 

many machine signals predictable in space and time 
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Time and Space prediction 
capabilities 

broadcasts information 
regarding prediction model 

if measurement close to predicted value, 
 no transmission occurs  

X 

X 

•  despite the massive deployment of machines,  
the amount of transmissions can be reduced with proper management 

•  effective amount of transmitting machines can be significantly reduced 
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Machine 
Manager 

interface provides: 
measurement statistics 

access to measured information from 
 sensors 

•  interface between Machine Manager and network can be created for improved 
prediction (statistics of measurements); 

•  potential to: 
q  support of more machines; 
q  longer battery life due to reduced transmission 
q  operator offers added value to the Machine Manager by providing improved 
statistical information about inferred environment. 



 
EXPLOITING SPORADIC COMMUNICATION AT 

THE PHYSICAL LAYER 
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compressed sensing multi-user detection 

§  motivation 
–  massive machine communication with reduced control signaling 

overhead through advanced PHY processing at fusion center 

§  system assumptions 
–  uplink sensor communication to fusion center 
–  massive number of devices 
–  sporadic activity & low-data rates 
–  non-orthogonal random medium access 

§  key features 
–  compressed sensing multi-user detection exploiting sporadic activity 

for joint activity and data detection 
–  enabling efficient random access with very simple devices 
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general problem and approach 

§  problem: how to recover the sensor data and activity from observations? 
 

 

 

§  assumption: sporadic communication 

–  inactive nodes “transmit” only zeros 

–  active nodes transmit data symbols  

à the multi-user vector is sparse 

§  idea: exploit sparsity in detectors to allow for activity detection 
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exemplary results: CS-MUD with FEC 

§  idea: tailor CS algorithms to 
communications context 

example: FEC feedback 

 
§  classic detection: 

–  access reservation & scheduling 
–  known activity: data detection only 

§  conclusions:  
–  CS algorithms enable joint activity 

and data detection 
–  no access reservation & scheduling 

à adapted CS-MUD is a promising 
  technology for massive M2M 
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(wireless) road ahead for M2M  

§  need for consolidated understanding of the  
fundamentals in control signaling for  
–  massive access 
–  short packets 
–  extremely variable transmission patterns 

§  maximize the number of serve users under  
severe battery and complexity constraints 

§  integration with the non-M2M traffic 


